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SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 

The present application is a divisional application based 
upon US. patent application Ser. No. 09/755,655, ?led Jan. 
5, 2001, Which claims the bene?t of US. Provisional Patent 
Application Ser. No. 60/174,873, ?led Jan. 7, 2000. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to telecommunications and, 
particularly, to operation of a medium earth orbit (MEO) 
satellite constellations for voice, video, and/or data 
communication, generally broadband, in the Ku-band of the 
frequency spectrum. More speci?cally, the present invention 
relates to interference mitigation techniques for sharing of 
spectrum betWeen tWo competing communications systems. 
Typically, one system uses one or more satellites positioned 
in a geosynchronous orbit (GEO or GSO), and the other uses 
an array of satellites orbiting in non-geosynchronous orbits 
(non-GEO or NGSO). 

BACKGROUND ART 

The World Radio Conference in 1997 (WRC-97) allo 
cated NGSO satellite systems co-primary status With GSO 
satellite systems in certain frequency bands based on pro 
visional limits on the Effective PoWer Flux Density (EPFD) 
that the NGSO systems produce. Studies continue to re?ne 
these EPFD limits to alloW the GSO and NGSO systems to 
operate simultaneously sharing the Ku-band of the fre 
quency spectrum. The interference mitigation technique of 
the present invention reduces the peak interference levels for 
the GSO ground station antenna and alloWs the NGSO 
system to meet the proposed limits more easily. The tech 
nique of the present invention produces interference that is 
more tolerable to GSO systems than interference produced 
by the techniques currently planned for use by LEO NGSO 
satellite systems. Interference that does occur With the 
technique of the present invention is primarily (if not 
Wholly) outside the “short term interference” band of the 
EPFD distribution curve. In this “short term interference” 
band, for example, the interference may be —40 dB beloW 
the limit. 

A satellite in a geostationary or geosynchronous orbit 
(GSO) is positioned above the equator at an altitude of about 
35,800 km and at an inclination of about 0 degrees. A GSO 
satellite orbits the earth once per day in synchronous motion 
With the revolution or rotation of the Earth. The satellite 
appears ?xed in the sky to an observer on the surface of the 
earth. Communicating With a GSO satellite has some obvi 
ous advantages in that an earth station antenna can remain 
pointed in one stationary and ?xed direction Without the 
need for active control to maintain pointing at the GSO 
satellite. A GSO satellite provides coverage of only a portion 
of the earth and cannot cover the Polar regions, Which are 
90° in arc aWay from the plane of the satellite. Additionally, 
the round-trip time delay betWeen an earth station and the 
GSO satellite is relatively large, Which can have undesirable 
effects on communications. 

NGSO satellite constellations have been proposed to 
overcome some of these problems. Aconstellation of NGSO 
satellites can provide complete global coverage including 
the Polar regions, because such NGSO constellations can 
include satellites at inclination angles other than 0°. Since 
NGSO satellites are nominally at a loWer orbit altitude, the 
round-trip time delay Will be loWer. 
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2 
One of the early NGSO orbit constellation proposed for 

spectrum sharing With GSO satellite systems Was a LoW 
Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite system of up to 80 satellites. This 
constellation Was called (SkyBridge—USAKUL1). By its 
nature, a LEO NGSO satellite Will spend a signi?cant 
amount of its orbit period in-line betWeen a GSO satellite 
and a point on the earth Where there might be a GSO earth 
station. (FIG. 1) The result is that some interference miti 
gation approach or avoidance technique is required to avoid 
interference With operation of the existing GSO satellite 
netWork. In the approach adopted by SkyBridge, the NGSO 
satellite turns off only the antenna spot beams that service an 
area that Would be in an alignment condition betWeen a GSO 
satellite and a GSO earth station. This SkyBridge technique 
avoids main-beam to main-beam interference and limits the 
interference to the GSO earth station receiver. A disadvan 
tage of the SkyBridge technique is that satellite antenna 
spot-beams that are not serving the affected area Would still 
be operating, and sidelobes from these spot-beams could 
cause signi?cant interference to the GSO earth stations, 
particularly for earth stations With large antenna apertures. 
Such interference Would be relatively signi?cant, especially 
in the “short term interference” band, and Would be disrup 
tive to the GSO communication system. 
The Ellipso system proposed a Highly Eccentric Orbit 

(HEO). While the orbits proposed for SkyBridge is circular, 
and the satellite is alWays at the same altitude above the 
earth, a HEO orbit Would use an eccentric ellipse having the 
center of the Earth as one foci of the ellipse. As a result the 
satellite altitude varies signi?cantly over its orbit. For orbit 
stability, a HEO satellite operates at a high inclination, and 
the satellite only communicates during the high altitude 
portion of the orbit. As a result of the typical operating 
characteristics of the HEO orbit, there is a large discrimi 
nation angle betWeen the HEO satellite and a GSO satellite. 
No in-line condition occurs (NGSO satellite in-line With a 
GSO satellite and a GSO earth station), Which signi?cantly 
reduces the peak interference into any of the GSO earth 
stations. The Ellipso system is more completely described in 
US. Pat. Nos. 5,669,585; 5,788,187; 5,845,206; and 5,979, 
832, Which I incorporate by reference. 

Individual satellites of a HEO satellite constellation are 
only operating during a portion of their orbit, increasing the 
number of satellites required to provide continuous commu 
nication coverage. The additional satellites impose signi? 
cantly higher start-up and capital costs for the system. A 
Molniya HEO orbit, for example, requires three satellites. 
Each operates for only 8-hours of the orbit to provide 
24-hour coverage. HEO satellites also transit the Van Allen 
radiation belts continuously. The satellite therefore has to be 
signi?cantly radiation hardened, making it more costly. The 
transit through this intense radiation loWers the expected 
lifetime for each satellite. Because the satellite altitude is 
constantly changing during its operating period, the service 
area covered by a typical satellite re?ector antenna Will also 
constantly change unless active beam pointing and beam 
Width control is used. Adding beam pointing and beamWidth 
control systems to each satellite requires a more complex 
and costly antenna control system. 
The system Ellipso described in US. Pat. No. 5,979,832 

involves an array of satellites that looks like a planetary gear 
system. The satellites are in loW to medium earth orbit (LEO 
to MEO) in tWo interactive orbital rings. An outer ring 
contains circular orbit satellites. An inner ring contains 
elliptical orbit satellites. The apogees of the elliptical orbits 
are approximately tangential to the diameter of the circular 
earth orbits. The periods of the tWo rings are adjusted to be 
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proportional to the numerical ratio of the number of satel 
lites in one ring With that of the other. The adjustment alloWs 
the elliptical inner ring of satellites to be spaced alWays 
midWay betWeen the satellites (or “teeth”) of the outer ring 
for a speci?ed parameter. This spacing can be tailored to a 
speci?c point on the earth or to a given time of day. The 
spacing betWeen satellites in the “planet gear” constellation 
Will be approximately equal anyWhere in the populated 
World during daytime hours. Nighttime coverage is likely 
less critical since feWer people Will be using resources at 
night—more people are sleeping. Hence, the circular satel 
lites are presumed to be capable of handling the nighttime 
traf?c alone, Without involving the elliptical satellites. The 
fact that the inner elliptic ring of satellites overtake and pass 
the outer circular ring of satellites on the nighttime side of 
the earth is thus not a cause for serious concern, provided 
that the assumption of a decline in load actually occurs. If 
messages are stored and transmitted prefecentially at “off 
peak” hours, the relative amplitudes of the peaks and troughs 
in usage, hoWever, Would be reduced and load might 
approach a steady state. This HEO system might encounter 
problems With a steady state pattern of use. 

“Apogee pointing toWard the sun” (APTS) satellites use 
ful in the Ellipso elliptical orbits are described in US. Pat. 
No. 5,582,367, Which I also incorporate by reference. 
AMedium Earth Orbit (MEO) constellation of the present 

invention can provide the advantages of the HEO system 
(large discrimination angles) in reducing the overall inter 
ference to the GSO satellite netWorks Without the disadvan 
tages of the HEO system. The interference to the GSO 
satellite netWorks can be signi?cantly reduced over that 
produced by the LEO systems Without the inef?ciencies (i.e., 
need for a larger number of satellites), complexity, or cost of 
the MEO systems. 
A MEO satellite system is described in US. Pat. Nos. 

5,433,726; 5,439,190; 5,551,624; and 5,867,783, Which I 
incorporate by reference. Such a system Would be able to 
provide complete global coverage, including the Polar 
regions, Which the GSO satellite netWorks cannot do. 
AMEO/GSO satellite system is described in US. Pat. No. 

5,971,324, Which I also incorporate by reference. 
US. Pat. No. 6,011,951 describes an interference avoid 

ance technique for tWo Teledesic LEO constellations sharing 
a common radio frequency band. A ?rst and a second 
satellite communication system each contain a plurality of 
satellites in a plurality of non-geostationary (NGSO) Earth 
orbits. Each of the plurality of NGSO satellites has a 
prede?ned orbital plane. Within each orbital plane, satellites 
of the ?rst and second satellite communication systems are 
alternating, such that each orbital plane contains one or more 
satellites from both of the satellite systems. In this manner, 
it is possible to achieve satisfactory discrimination betWeen 
satellites and Earth-based stations. The Earth-based station 
of each communication system Will communicate With the 
closest satellite of its respective communication system. In 
an alternative technique that is particularly useful When an 
Earth-based station in the ?rst communication system is able 
to communicate With more than one satellite, a satellite is 
selected based on the topocentric separation of the satellite 
from satellites in the second system. The system can also 
combine alternating satellites Within an orbital plane With 
alternating orbital planes With satellites of each respective 
communication system. 
A need remains for a technique to limit interference 

betWeen a MEO constellation and a GSO system. The 
present invention provides such a technique. 
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A need also remains for a loW-cost, reliable satellite 

architecture suitable for use in a MEO system to provide 
global communication coverage to and from mobile 
platforms, such as airplanes, trains, ships, or automobiles. 
Such a satellite constellation Would alloW access to the 
Internet, for example, to a global population With increasing 
frequency to be “on the move.” 

These and other features of the present invention Will noW 
be described in the Summary and Detailed Description. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The preferred Boeing MEO satellite constellation com 
munication system includes 20 satellites, preferably at an 
altitude of about 20,182 km. The system consists of four 
planes inclined 57° relative to the equator, With each plane 
containing ?ve satellites. The use of a MEO constellation 
enables the Boeing system to provide truly global coverage 
While minimiZing the number of spacecraft and, as a result, 
loWering the costs for Boeing’s customers. The constellation 
permits users outside the Tropics to alWays be in vieW of at 
least tWo operational satellites above a 30° elevation angle. 
Customers Within 23° of the equator Will be in vieW of at 
least tWo satellites above a 30° elevation at least 73 percent 
of the time. In addition, each satellite Will alWays be visible 
to at least tWo gateWays (i.e., an NG50 Earth station) of the 
Boeing system. The number of satellites is a design choice 
in large measure, but designs usually seek to minimiZe the 
number of satellites because they are expensive to build, 
launch and maintain. The Boeing system is designed to 
provide “bandWidth on demand” (“BOD”) communication 
and data services. To accommodate the unique data trans 
mission needs of professional, institutional and governmen 
tal users, the system includes tWo types of transmission 
schemes: Integrated Digital Service (“IDS”) and Backhaul 
Data Service (“BDS”). The Boeing system may provide 
ancillary broadband communication services to user termi 
nals af?xed to mobile platforms, such as aircraft, ships, or 
motor vehicles. 

To ensure seamless handoffs betWeen gateWays, each 
Boeing satellite Will have tWo sets of feeder link antennas, 
receivers and transmitters. Feeder link antennas Will inde 
pendently track different gateWay locations. Approximately 
tWelve gateWays Will be used around the World to provide 
connectivity betWeen the Boeing system and the terrestrial 
communications infrastructure. 
The Boeing system employs an interference mitigation 

technique that eliminates main-beam to main-beam interfer 
ence. Neither the satellites nor associated earth stations Will 
transmit When the Boeing satellites are Within 15° latitude of 
the equator. When the Boeing satellites enter the exclusion 
Zone, traf?c is sWitched to a Boeing satellite that is not 
Within the exclusion Zone. 

The spacecraft antennas include tWo feeder link antennas, 
seven forWard service link antennas and one return service 
link antenna for the IDS; along With transmit and receive 
multi-beam phased array antennas for the BDS and an 
Earth-coverage beacon antenna. 
The ?exibility and reliability of Boeing’s dual BOD 

transmission schemes Will be able to accommodate a Wide 
variety of professional, institutional and governmental uses. 
A sampling of potential applications include: 

Corporate netWorking for dispersed corporate offices 
Where a number of people in individual in-house net 
Works are tied together in a Wide area mesh netWork. 

Banking and commercial transactions, Where documents, 
contracts and databases need to be exchanged With 
substantial accuracy and in a secure mode. 
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Distance learning for corporate training, specialized edu 
cation and professional seminars. 

Medical applications include the exchange of data, X-ray 
images, CAT scan data and EKG traces. 

Publishing, Where designers, artists and customers must 
exchange high-resolution color images—both ?xed and 
moving. 

Entertainment, Where high-resolution audio and video 
material must be backhauled to a central production 
and redistribution facility. 

Remote mining and exploration activities, Where geologi 
cal sampling data needs to be transmitted back to a 
central location for analysis. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic shoWing typical interference from 
an NGSO satellite ?ying over a GSO earth station. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic shoWing a preferred interference 
avoidance technique of the present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a plot shoWing the anticipated performance (% 
time exceeded v. EPFD) of a system implementing the 
technique shoWn in FIG. 2. 

FIG. 4 is a plot shoWing the anticipated performance (% 
time exceeded v. EPFD) for a system, such as the SkyBridge 
system, not using the technique shoWn in FIG. 2. 

FIG. 5 is a plot shoWing the discrimination angle as a 
function of the assumed latitude of the GSO earth station. 

FIG. 6 is a plot shoWing sidelobe discrimination pattern as 
a function of angle for a reference antenna. 

FIG. 7 shoWs another sidelobe discrimination pattern, 
similar to FIG. 6, for a reference antenna. 

FIG. 8 shoWs yet another sidelobe discrimination pattern 
for another reference antenna. 

FIG. 9 is a plot of poWer ?ux density as a function of 
elevation angle. 

FIG. 10 is a plot of the “Worst case” EPFD for a reference 
antenna. 

FIG. 

FIG. 

FIG. 

FIG. 

FIG. 

FIG. 

FIG. 

11 shoWs the satellite handoff process. 

12 is a typical frequency band plan. 
13 is a block diagram of the IDS feeder link. 

14 is a block diagram of the IDS return link. 

15 is a block diagram of the BDS feeder link. 

16 is a block diagram of the BDS return link. 

17 illustrates Boeing’s preferred constellation. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1. Interference Avoidance 

In a preferred embodiment, an NGSO satellite 12 (FIG. 2) 
operates at an altitude of about 20,000 km. Obviously, a 
satellite at loWer or higher altitudes could also Work With the 
inventive method, but MEO is the preferred altitudes With a 
loWer practical limit likely of about 10,000 km. LEO places 
the satellites too close to the earth. The exclusion angle 
becomes large to achieve satellite diversity (as much as 
80%) so the constellation requires an impractical, large 
number of satellites. The interference avoidance technique 
of the present invention involves satellite diversity. To 
minimiZe the interference to a GSO satellite system con 
sisting of a GSO earth station 10 and a GSO satellite 13, the 
NGSO satellite 12 turns off all transmissions When it enters 
an exclusion Zone 14 around the equator. In the present 
implementation of the invention, the exclusion Zone is 115 
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6 
degrees latitude. Coverage of areas Within the exclusion 
Zone is accomplished by handing of the communication to 
another NGSO satellite outside of the exclusion Zone. 

De?ning an exclusion Zone of 115° latitude permits a 
practical system With a relatively small number of satellites. 
Boeing’s constellation uses 5 or 6 satellites in each of four 
inclined orbits to provide WorldWide communications cov 
erage. If the exclusion angle Were adjusted to 15° latitude, 
larger ground station antennas Would be required, and We 
believe they Would be impractical, especially for being 
carried on mobile platforms. At an exclusion Zone of 110° 
latitude, a reasonable, practical system can be designed. At 
exclusion angles higher than 15°, the discrimination angle 
increases, but the spot coverage for the satellite decreases, 
thereby forcing the use of more satellites. We do not believe 
that there is an advantage to de?ning an exclusion Zone With 
an exclusion angle greater than 115° latitude, unless EPFD 
limits are tightened further to force greater discrimination 
betWeen the competing, frequency sharing NGSO and GSO 
systems. 
GSO receiving antennas for ground stations are improv 

ing their directional characteristics so that their receiving 
performance is tightening and improving. Therefore, the 
interference limits are likely to relax rather than tighten in 
the future. An optimiZed NGSO system Will operate at the 
EPFD limits (or slightly beloW) for acceptable interference 
because doing so Will minimiZe total system costs. 

There are four interference scenarios that must be con 
sidered to determine the overall interference levels NGSO 
satellite 12 produce or introduce into a GSO earth station 10: 

interference from the main-beam of the NGSO satellite 12 
antennas into the main-beam of the GSO earth station 
10 receiver (main-beam to main-beam interference), 

interference from the main-beam of the NGSO satellite 12 
antennas into the sidelobe of the GSO earth station 10 
receiver (main-beam to sidelobe interference), 

interference from the sidelobe of the NGSO satellite 12 
antennas into the main-beam of the GSO earth station 
10 receiver (sidelobe to main-beam interference) and 

interference from the sidelobe of the NGSO satellite 12 
antennas into the sidelobe of the GSO earth station 10 
receiver (sidelobe to sidelobe interference). 

By not transmitting When in the exclusion Zone 14, the 
NGSO satellite 12 never operates in the GSO earth station 
10 antenna main beam to avoid the conditions of main-beam 
to main-beam interference and sidelobe to mainbeam inter 
ference. While a LEO satellite system avoids main-beam to 
main-beam interference, it does have sidelobe to main-beam 
interference. It is the sidelobe to main-beam interference that 
can produce high peak interference poWers to the GSO earth 
station 10 receiver, particularly for large GSO earth station 
10 antennas. The SkyBridge interference avoidance tech 
nique alloWs sidelobe to main-beam interference. The 
present invention avoids these large peak interference poW 
ers by avoiding the sidelobe to main-beam interference 
condition. 

FIG. 3 shoWs a plot of the percentage of time a given 
EPFD level is exceeded for Boeing’s proposed NGSO 
system using the interference mitigation approach of the 
present invention. This plot is a result of a simulation 
performed for the interference from an NGSO satellite 
constellation into a GSO earth station With a 10-meter 
diameter antenna. FIG. 4 is a similar plot for the SkyBridge 
LEO satellite system Which does not use the Boeing’s 
interference mitigation approach. As can be seen the inter 
ference produced into large GSO earth station antennas is 
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much lower for the Boeing approach, making it more 
acceptable to the current GSO satellite operators. 

The Boeing system employs an interference mitigation 
approach that essentially eliminates main-beam to main 
beam interference. The Boeing system satellites preferably 
are in circular orbits at a MEO altitude of about 20,182 
kilometers. Neither the satellites nor associated NGSO earth 

stations or gateWays 15 (FIG. 1) Will transmit When the 
satellites are Within 15° latitude of the equator. When the 
Boeing satellites enter the exclusion Zone, traf?c is sWitched 
to a Boeing satellite that is not Within the exclusion Zone. 

The earth station has a minimum discrimination angle of 
at least 10° betWeen GSO satellites and all Boeing NGSO 
satellites—illustrating the fact that main-beam to main 
beam events never occur With the Boeing system. The earth 
station’s location—about 76.3°—in our analysis Was 

selected because it represents the “Worst case” location for 
a GSO earth station operating pursuant to the Cornmission’s 
5° elevation angle requirement. 

The Worst case geometry occurs When an earth station, a 

GSO satellite and a NGSO satellite all operate at the same 
longitude. This is the basic conservative geometric con?gu 
ration used throughout our interference analysis. With the 
Boeing NGSO satellite at the edge of the exclusion Zone 
(15° latitude), and the G50 earth station at 765° latitude 
operating With a minimum elevation angle of 5°, the dis 
crimination angle betWeen the G50 satellite and the Boeing 
NGSO satellite is 10°. Furthermore, a GSO earth station at 
a higher latitude that is operating at a loWer elevation angle 
than 5° Would still never be subject to main-beam to 
main-beam events With Boeing’s preferred arrangement of 
NGSO satellites. 

In all other realistic scenarios, an earth station commu 
nicating With a GSO satellite Will have a larger discrimina 
tion angle betWeen the G50 arc and any operating Boeing 
satellite. There is no point on Earth Where a GSO earth 
station antenna Would have a transmitting Boeing system 
satellite in its main-beam and no point on Earth Where a 

Boeing system NGSO earth station antenna Would have a 
GSO satellite in its main beam. In other Words, because of 
Boeing’s use of a MEO constellation and a 15° latitude 

equatorial exclusion Zone, ‘main-beam to main-beam’ and 
‘sidelobe to main-beam’ interference scenarios do not occur 

With respect to space-to-Earth transmissions from the Boe 
ing system into GSO earth stations. At the same time, the 
‘main-beam to main-beam’ and ‘main-beam to sidelobe’ 
interference scenarios do not occur With respect to Earth 
to-space transmissions from Boeing earth stations into GSO 
satellites. 

In WRC-97 Resolutions 130 and 538, provisional limits 
Were provided for NGSO transmissions in the space-to 
Earth direction to protect GSO netWorks. One of the limits 
is stated as an Effective PoWer Flux Density (EPFD), Which 
is de?ned as: 

max 

EPFD: lO-Log 

The provisional EPFD long-term and short-term limits 
included in Resolutions 130 and 538 are provided in Table 
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TABLE 1 

EPFD Limits from Resolutions 130 and 538 

EPFD Time 
Frequency Band DBW/m2 — 4 kHz Percentage Reference Antenna 

FSS bands —179 99.7 60 cm, Rec. 465-5 
10.7-11.7 GHZ —192 99.9 3 m, Rec. 465-5 
11.7-12.2 GHZ —186 99.97 3 m, Rec. 465-5 
in Region 2 —195 99.97 10 m Rec. 465-5 
12.2-12.5 GHZ —170 99.999 60 cm, Rec. 465-5 
in Region 3 —173 99.999 3 m, Rec. 465-5 
12.5-12.75 GHZ —178 99.999 10 m, Rec. 465-5 
in Regions 1 & 3 —170 100 260 cm Rec. 465-5 
BSS Bands —172.3 99.7 30 cm, BO-1213 
11.7-12.5 GHZ —183.3 99.7 60 cm, BO-1213 
in Region 1 —186.8 99.7 90 cm, BO-1213 
11.7-12.2 GHZ & —169.3 100 30 cm, BO-1213 
12.5-12.75 GHZ —170.3 100 60 cm, BO-1213 
in Region 3 90 cm, BO-1213 
BSS Bands —174.3 99.7 45 cm, App. 30 Annex 
12.2-12.7 GHZ 5 
in Region 2 —186.3 99.7 1 m, App. 30 Annex 5 

—187.9 99.7 1.2 m, App. 30 Annex 
5 

—191.4 99.7 1.8 m, App. 30 Annex 
5 

—165.3 100 45 cm, App. 30 Annex 
5 

—170.3 100 1 m, App. 30 Annex 5 
1.2 m, App. 30 Annex 
5 
1.8 m, App. 30 Annex 
5 

To determine the EPFD for a NGSO system, the folloWing 
variables must be provided: (1) the discrimination angle of 
the G50 earth station receive antenna, (2) the sidelobe 
reference pattern of the G50 earth station receive antenna 
and (3) the poWer ?uZ density (PFD) from the NGSO 
satellite. 
The ?rst factor in determining the EPFD for a NGSO 

system is the discrimination angle of the G50 earth station 
receive antenna. This discrimination angle is the angle from 
the boresight of the G50 antenna (pointed toWard the G50 
satellite) to the direction of the interfering Boeing system 
satellite. FIG. 5 shoWs a plot of the discrimination angle as 
a function of the assumed latitude of the G50 earth station. 
This plot assumes that the G50 earth station, the G50 
satellite and the Boeing satellite are at the same longitude 
and that the Boeing satellite is at a latitude of 15 ° (at the edge 
of the exclusion Zone). As the Boeing system satellite moves 
further north, aWay from the exclusion Zone, the discrimi 
nation angle Will increase and the EPFD at the G50 earth 
station Will decrease. 
The second factor in computing the EPFD for a NGSO 

system is the sidelobe reference pattern for the receive 
antenna of the G50 earth station. As indicated in Resolution 
130, the reference pattern used for the FSS bands is in ITU-R 
Recommendation 5.1428. FIG. 6 is a plot of the sidelobe 
discrimination as a function of angle for the three antenna 
siZes included in Resolution 130. 

FIG. 7 shoWs the sidelobe discrimination pattern for the 
reference BSS antennas of ITU-R Recommendation 
BO-1443. FIG. 8 shoWs the sidelobe discrimination pattern 
for the reference BSS antenna patterns in Radio Regulation 
Appendix S30, Annex 5 used for Region 2. 

The ?nal factor in determining the EPFD for a NGSO 
system is the actual PFD from the NGSO satellites. Boeing 
is providing tWo different data transmission services to 
users, IDS and EDS. The tWo services have different space 
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to-Earth transmission characteristics and, as a result, pro 
duce different PFD and EPFD levels. Accordingly, the PFD 
and EPFD levels for each service are considered separately. 

Each Boeing satellite Will be capable of producing 37 spot 
beams for IDS space-to-Earth links. Each of the beams Will 
have a different EIRP and different pointing angle. 
Consequently, each beam Will produce a different PFD. FIG. 
9 is a composite plot of the PFD produced by each of the 
co-frequency beams from the Boeing satellite as a function 
of elevation angle. As adjacent beams use different fre 
quency bands, the composite shoWs the maximum value of 
a single sub-band across all the beams. 

Spot beams from the Boeing system constellation are 
controlled so that under normal conditions a spot beam Will 
serve a ground area from only one satellite. Where the 
co-frequency beams of tWo or more satellites completely 
overlap, the spot beam from only one of the satellites Will 
normally be operational. The general metric for determining 
Which spot-beams Will be on or off is based on Which 
provides the best (i.e., the highest) elevation angle. The use 
of a higher elevation angle Will also minimiZe interference 
into other systems. 
At the edges of coverage betWeen tWo satellites, it is 

possible to have tWo spot beams of the same frequency With 
partial overlapping footprints. At the Worst case, With tWo 
co-frequency spot beams completely overlapping, the PFD 
Would be 3 dB higher than a single spot beam for the 
duration of the overlap at the particular ground location. 
Only one satellite at a time, hoWever, Will be anyWhere near 
the Worst case geometry. The second satellite With the 
overlapping spot beam Will be at a signi?cantly greater 
discrimination angle and, as a result, it Will not have a 
signi?cant impact on the EPFD level. 

The three variables—satellite PFD, discrimination angle, 
and reference antenna pattern—can be combined to deter 
mine an unrealistic, Worst case EPFD that theoretically 
might be produced by Boeing’s IDS transmissions. FIG. 10 
is a plot of this unrealistic, Worst case EPFD produced by a 
single Boeing satellite for the ITU-R Recommendation 
5.1428, 60-cm antenna. The EPFD for a Boeing satellite at 
the edge of the exclusion Zone is plotted against the latitude 
of the GSO earth station. For reference, the long-term 
provisional limit is also plotted. ABoeing satellite providing 
IDS in Boeing’s preferred system Will meet or be beloW the 
provisional long-term limit for the ITU-R Recommendation 
5.1428, 60-cm antenna. Since the provisional short-term 
limits include a higher EPFD value than the long-term 
limits, satisfying the long-term EPFD limit 100 percent of 
the time, by de?nition, satis?es the short-term EPFD limit. 

This “Worst case” Will not occur under any normal 
operating condition. The Worst case condition is unrealistic 
because it assumes that all the spot beams for a Boeing 
satellite are turned on and that no other satellite in the 
constellation provides coverage of any area being covered 
by the single satellite. Under normal conditions the area of 
the high latitude test point at Which the Worst case EPFD 
occurs Would not be served by such a satellite in the Worst 
case geometry. Instead, another satellite in the constellation 
at a much higher elevation angle (and thus at a higher 
discrimination angle) Would serve the high latitude test 
point, resulting in a much loWer EPFD. Therefore the 
Boeing system Will meet the requirements to avoid interfer 
ence With the GSO system during all normal operating 
scenarios. 

To determine the expected EPFD under normal operating 
conditions, simulations of the interference conditions 
betWeen the operational Boeing system and a reference GSO 
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system have been conducted. The simulations Were done 
using the Visualyse softWare package. Alist of the pertinent 
simulation parameters is provided in Table 2. A number of 
locations for GSO earth stations Were tested to determine the 
Worst case location. As expected, the Worst case location is 
Where the GSO earth station is at the same longitude as the 
GSO satellite, and the NGSO satellite With a descending 
node that is just slightly east of that same longitude. 

TABLE 2 

Simulation Parameters 

GSO Satellite Location 
Worst-case Test Point 
Location 
NGSO Satellite Locations As de?ned in Table 6.2-1 
NGSO Terminal Location 97° W, 47° N 
Simulation Duration 24 hours (orbit repeat 

period) 
Simulation Step-size 15 seconds 

Table 3 is a summary of the results of the simulations. The 
Table also lists the provisional long-term limit for each 
antenna con?guration in Resolutions 130 and 538. It also 
provides the maximum value of the EPFD that Was deter 
mined from the simulations. The EPFD produced by the 
Boeing system is beloW the provisional long-term limit in all 
cases. Accordingly, the Boeing system also meets the less 
restrictive short-term limit 100 percent of the time. 

TABLE 3 

EPFD Simulation Results 

Limit Simulation 
(Long- EPFD 

Band Reference Antenna Term) (Maximum) 

FSS 60 cm, Rec. 465-5 —179 —184.3 
3 m, Rec. 465-5 —192 —198.3 
10 m, Rec. 465-5 —195 —208.8 

B55 30 cm, BO.1213 —172.3 —181.6 
60 cm, BO.1213 —183.8 —187.6 
90 cm, BO.1213 —186.8 —191.1 

BSS 45 cm, App 30 Annex 5 —174.3 —180.3 
1.0 m, App 30 Annex 5 —186.3 —188.9 
1.2 m, App 30 Annex 5 —187.9 —190.9 
1.8 m, App 30 Annex 5 —191.4 —192.5 

The Boeing BDS uses the same exclusion Zone as the IDS 
to eliminate main-beam to main-beam interference. The 
BDS uses operational constraints to mitigate other forms of 
interference. The BDS steerable beams are controlled so that 
co-frequency beams of tWo or more satellites do not overlap 
on any area of the Earth. 
The results described and shoWn are representative of the 

system (simulated) performance as of Jan. 8, 1999. Re?ne 
ments in the system and changes to the limits since that time 
have further improved the system. The data presented is 
representative of the system capabilities rather than neces 
sary attributes of the present invention. 
The announced Teledesic system Will alWays point the 

earth station antennas North (South) and Will locate all the 
earth stations outside and exclusion Zone in latitudes 
betWeen 180 South and 18° North. This technique also Will 
result in a loW interference level into the GSO earth stations, 
but does not provide truly global coverage. 

2. Boeing’s Ku-band NGSO FSS System Design 
Having presented a detailed description of our preferred 

interference avoidance technique for Boeing’s Ku-band 
NGSO Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) system, I Will next 
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provide a general description of the overall system. Further, 
details are included in Boeing’s Ku-band NGSO FSS Sys 
tem Application (for license) to the Federal Communications 
Commission submitted Jan. 8, 1999, Which I incorporate by 
reference. 

The preferred Boeing system includes 20 operational 
satellites in a MEO constellation, preferably at an altitude of 
about 20,182 km. The system consists of four planes 
inclined 57° relative to the equator, With each plane con 
taining ?ve operational satellites (and usually one spare). 
The use of a MEO constellation enables the Boeing system 
to provide truly global coverage While minimiZing the 
number of spacecraft and, as a result, loWering the costs for 
Boeing’s customers. The constellation permits users outside 
the Tropics to alWays be in vieW of at least tWo operational 
satellites above a 30° elevation angle. Customers Within 23° 
of the equator Will be in vieW of at least tWo satellites above 
a 30° elevation at least 73 percent of the time. In addition, 
each satellite Will alWays be visible to at least tWo gateWays 
of the Boeing system. The number of satellites is a design 
choice in large measure, but designs usually seek to mini 
miZe the number of satellites because they are expensive to 
build, launch and maintain. 

The system Will operate Within tWo GHZ bands in the 
Ku-band for Earth-to-space transmissions and Within the one 
band for space-to-Earth transmissions, requiring about 326 
MHZ of Earth-to-space service link spectrum and 1000 MHZ 
of space-to-Earth service link spectrum. The Boeing system 
also requires 600 MHZ of spectrum for Earth-to-space feeder 
link operations and 1000 MHZ of spectrum for space-to 
Earth feeder link operations. 

The Boeing system is designed to provide “bandWidth on 
demand” (“BOD”) communication and data services, pri 
marily to corporate, institutional, governmental and large 
professional users. The professional BOD market is by far 
the most rapidly groWing segment of the commercial satel 
lite services industry. Expansion in the BOD market is being 
fueled by the convergence of transmission paths for multiple 
telecommunications services that Were previously provided 
separately to consumers. For example, a BOD satellite 
netWork can provide to professional users a single data 
stream that can include basic voice telephony, facsimile 
transmission, video-conferencing, high-speed data transfer 
for local area netWorks (“LANs”), Internet access, data 
broadcasts and other services. By utiliZing a single data 
transmission path for multiple telecommunications services, 
professional users can signi?cantly loWer the cost of infor 
mation systems, While enjoying the geographic ?exibility 
that can be provided by a global satellite netWork. 

To accommodate the unique data transmission needs of 
professional, institutional and governmental users, the sys 
tem includes tWo types of transmission schemes: Integrated 
Digital Service (“IDS”) and Backhaul Data Service 
(“BDS”). IDS is the primary transmission scheme. Resem 
bling the structure of an Internet service, IDS provides larger 
capacity in the forWard direction (up to 31.2 Mb/s) and 
smaller capacity in the return direction (up to 7.37 Mb/s) per 
beam. Boeing’s second service, BDS, is designed primarily 
to retrieve large amounts of data from remote locations. 
BDS offers high-speed (up to 120 Mb/s) return link transfer 
capability and permits modest (24.4 Mb/s) forWard link 
capability. 

The Boeing system provides tWo types of data transmis 
sion systems to users in much of the same spectrum. 
Boeing’s BDS forWard service links Will operate in the same 
spectrum as its IDS forWard service links. Similarly, Boe 
ing’s BDS return feeder links Will operate in the same 
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spectrum as its IDS return feeder links. Thus, Boeing Will be 
able to provide multiple data transmission services on a 
spectrum ef?cient basis, While serving the customiZed needs 
of commercial, governmental, institutional and large pro 
fessional users. 
The Boeing system may provide ancillary broadband 

communication services to user terminals af?xed to mobile 
platforms, such as aircraft, ships, and motor vehicles. A 
substantial, currently underserved demand exists for broad 
band data services aboard mobile platforms. Boeing has 
developed advanced antenna technology that can provide 
service to this market Without resulting in unacceptable 
interference to authoriZed users of the Ku-band. 

Boeing’s system Will also be able to operate co-frequency 
With FS netWorks in the Ku-band. When the footprints from 
tWo Boeing satellites operating at the same frequency com 
pletely overlap, one beam Will be shut doWn to limit the 
poWer ?ux density (“PFD”) produced at the Earth’s surface. 
As a result, only one transmit beam from the Boeing system 
Will be covering the ground in most cases. Even When the 
beams of tWo satellites partially overlap, the PFD level at 
that location Will still be beloW the provisional PFD limits 
adopted by WRC-97. 

Finally, Boeing’s system Will be able to operate 
co-frequency With other adequately designed NGSO FSS 
systems. Boeing’s system can share spectrum With multiple 
homogeneous satellite systems. Boeing’s system can also 
share spectrum With a number of inhomogeneous systems if 
appropriate interference mitigation techniques are adopted 
by each co-frequency system. For example, satellite diver 
sity could be employed to avoid incidents of ‘main-beam to 
main-beam’ interference betWeen satellites in different inho 
mogeneous NGSO constellations. 

Boeing’s ability to share spectrum With other Ku-band 
systems is enhanced by Boeing’s choice of a MEO constel 
lation. Boeing’s MEO constellation provides superior spec 
trum sharing capabilities as compared to comparable loW 
Earth orbit (“LEO”) systems. The spectrum sharing capa 
bilities of Boeing’s satellite system is one of many design 
characteristics that make the Boeing system a highly ef? 
cient and cost effective use of scarce spectrum resources. 
The use of the preferred MEO constellation Will enable 

Boeing to provide truly global coverage, While limiting the 
number of spacecraft. The constellation consists of four 
planes, each containing ?ve satellites. Each orbital plane is 
inclined 57° relative to the equator. The constellation per 
mits any user of the Boeing system at latitudes above 23° to 
alWays be in vieW of at least tWo operational satellites above 
30° elevation. Boeing customers betWeen the Tropics Will be 
in vieW of at least tWo satellites at least 73 percent of the 
time. 

To ensure seamless handoffs betWeen gateWays, each 
Boeing satellite Will have tWo sets of feeder link antennas, 
receivers and transmitters. Feeder link antennas Will inde 
pendently track different gateWay locations. Approximately 
tWelve gateWays Will be used around the World to provide 
connectivity betWeen the Boeing system and the terrestrial 
communications infrastructure. GateWays Will be strategi 
cally located so that every Boeing satellite Will alWays be in 
vieW of at least tWo gateWays. Additional considerations in 
the siting of Boeing gateWays Will include providing a high 
level of connectivity With terrestrial telecommunications 
netWorks and ease of spectrum coordination With 
co-frequency terrestrial services. 

Boeing’s service links are designed to communicate With 
user terminals using dual-circular polariZation. Boeing’s 
feeder link transmissions Will employ a combination of 
single polariZation and dual-circular polariZation transmis 
s1ons. 
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2.1 Data Transmission Services 
IDS and EDS are structured to operate in a complemen 

tary fashion, sharing the same spectrum for forWard service 
links and return feeder links. Boeing’s BDS forWard service 
links Will operate co-frequency With IDS service links using 
geographic diversity to avoid intra-system interference. 
‘Geographical diversity’ means that, using electronically 
steerable transmit antennas, each Boeing satellite Will pro 
vide BDS transmissions only to users that are located in 
portions of the satellite’s footprint Where the IDS service is 
being provided by another satellite. 

Boeing’s BDS feeder links Will operate cooperatively 
With the IDS feeder links. Each Boeing satellite Will have 
tWo sets of feeder link transmitters and receivers to perform 
seamless handoffs betWeen terrestrial gateWays. IDS gate 
Way handoffs Will operate on a “make-before-break” basis, 
While BDS handoffs Will function using a “break-before 
make” method. As shoWn in FIG. 11, during the handoff 
process, both sets of feeder link transmitters and receivers 
Will be used cooperatively to execute the handoff betWeen 
gateWays. During the period betWeen gateWay handoffs, 
hoWever, only one set of feeder link transmitters and receiv 
ers Will be used for the IDS feeder links, making the second 
set of transmitters and receivers available for BDS feeder 
link operations. 

The ?exibility and reliability of Boeing’s dual transmis 
sion schemes Will be able to accommodate the customiZed 
needs of a Wide variety of professional, institutional and 
governmental users. 

2.2 Integrated Digital Services (IDS) 
To provide IDS each Boeing satellite generates a pattern 

of 37 spot beams to communicate With user terminals. A 
three-cell frequency reuse pattern is used Within the 37-cell 
spot beam array and dual polariZation is used Within each 
spot beam. As a result, Boeing’s IDS can have a spectrum 
reuse factor in excess of 24 Within each satellite footprint 
and in excess of 493 over the full 20-satellite constellation. 

The IDS transmit and receive antennas on each satellite 
use identical spot beam coverage patterns. The IDS beam 
pattern is nadir pointed and, as a result, the area covered by 
each satellite beam moves across the Earth as the satellite 
progresses through its orbit. Due to Boeing’s choice of a 
MEO constellation, the motion of each satellite relative to 
the Earth is comparatively sloW and an IDS user terminal 
can generally remain in the same beam for about 27 minutes. 
Beam handoffs are accomplished through ground control. 
IDS beams from one Boeing satellite that completely over 
lap IDS beams from another Boeing satellite Will be turned 
off to conserve poWer and to minimiZe emissions into 
co-frequency systems. 

The Boeing system Will assign user terminals to IDS 
satellite beams primarily by using Whichever beam provides 
the highest elevation angle. By giving priority to satellite 
beams at higher elevation angles, Boeing can ensure data 
transmission quality and minimiZe emissions into 
co-frequency FS and GSO FSS/BSS services. Boeing antici 
pates that after a short period of operation, its user traffic 
patterns Will become predictable, enabling Boeing to pre 
determine When beams of each satellite should operate at 
peak poWer levels to provide the best service in each 
coverage area. 

Boeing’s IDS poWer controlled forWard feeder links Will 
use a frequency division multiplex/time division multiplex 
(“FDM/TDM”) signal, With each of the FDM channels 
carrying a 5.2 Mb/s data stream. To provide Boeing’s IDS 
forWard service links, each of the forWard feeder link FDM 
data streams Will be demodulated on board the satellite. The 
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data stream Will then be encoded and re-modulated as a code 
division multiplex/time division multiplex (“CDM/TDM”) 
signal With a service link bandWidth of 166.7 MHZ and 
routed to the appropriate doWnlink service transmitters and 
beams. Depending on traffic requirements, more than one 
5.2 Mb/s information stream can be directed to a single 
beam. (FIG. 13) 

The return links employ a transparent bent-pipe transpon 
der. As a result, the signal characteristics of the return 
service link and return feeder link are the same. The IDS 
return service link operates as a code division multiple 
access (“CDMA”) channel containing tWo different signal 
types. IDS return service link signals can include narroW 
band (4.8 Kb/s) data streams that are spread spectrum 
encoded to a bandWidth of 1.25 MHZ. These narroW band 
signals are intended primarily for voice, fax and loW rate 
data transmissions. IDS return service link signals can also 
include Wider band (76.8 Kb/s) data streams that are spread 
spectrum encoded to a bandWidth of 20 MHZ. 

Boeing’s return service link Will employ poWer control 
from the user terminal, primarily to compensate for rain fade 
in different parts of the return beam. The use of poWer 
control Will maximiZe the number of permissible return 
channels by equally distributing the received interference 
poWer betWeen them. 

2.3 Backhaul Data Services (‘BDS’) 
Each Boeing satellite Will generate up to ?ve steerable 

transmit beams and ?ve steerable receive beams. The trans 
mit and receive beams Will be operated in pairs to provide 
tWo-Way data transmission services to users at any point in 
a satellite’s ?eld-of-regard. The agile beams for BDS Will be 
generated on each satellite using multi-beam transmit and 
receive phased array antennas. Pointing accuracy betWeen 
user terminals and satellite receive antennas Will be main 
tained using automatic tracking algorithms folloWing 
ground-commanded initial acquisition. Phased array anten 
nas transmitting BDS signals from each satellite Will be 
slaved to the receive beams. 
The forWard links for Boeing’s BDS Will use a transparent 

bent-pipe transponder and, as a result, the signal character 
istics of the forWard service links Will be the same as the 
forWard feeder links. Both of the BDS forWard links Will 
employ TDM channels, each of Which Will carry a 24.4 Mb/s 
information-stream. The return links for BDS Will also 
employ a bent-pipe transponder. To provide ?exibility for 
users, Boeing’s BDS return links can operate using a signal 
design of either 60 Mb/s quadrature phase shift keyed 
(“QPSK”) or 120 Mb/s 16 quadrature amplitude modulation 
(“16 QAM”). 

2.4 Ku-Band Spectrum Sharing 
The Boeing system can operate co-frequency With the 

broadcast satellite service (“BSS”), the GSO FSS, terrestrial 
FS netWorks, and other NGSO FSS systems. To protect GSO 
satellites, Boeing Will employ satellite diversity using a 115° 
latitude equatorial exclusion Zone for forWard and return 
service links. Before a Boeing satellite enters the exclusion 
Zone, its traffic Will be handed off to another Boeing satellite 
that is outside of the exclusion Zone. Boeing satellites 
operating outside of the exclusion Zone Will have large 
discrimination angles as vieWed by GSO netWork earth 
station antennas. 

2.5 IDS ForWard and Service Feeder Links 
The IDS forWard feeder link channels have a bandWidth 

of 6.25 MHZ and are spaced at 7.15 MHZ. A total of 122 
channels are required for the forWard feeder link. Both 
senses of circular polariZation are used With 61 channels on 
each polariZation. TT&C channels are also provided on the 
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forward feeder link at each end of the band. As a result, the 
bandwidth requirement for the IDS forward feeder link is 
450 MHZ. 

The IDS forward feeder link signal is de-multiplexed and 
de-modulated on-board the satellite and coded and 
re-modulated using code division multiplex (“CDM”) for 
transmission to user terminals. Each spread spectrum CDM 
channel requires 166.7 MHZ of bandwidth. A three-cell 
frequency reuse pattern within a pattern of 37 spot-beams 
provides service to the user terminals. Both senses of 
circular polariZation and two frequency channels are used in 
each spot beam, resulting in a forward service link band 
width requirement of 1000 MHZ. 

2.6 IDS Return Service and Feeder Links 
The IDS return service uses the same 37-spot-beam 

pattern and three-cell frequency reuse as the forward service 
link. CDMA is used in a bent-pipe transponder architecture. 
Each CDMA channel employs a bandwidth of 20 MHZ. Two 
frequency channels and both senses of circular polariZation 
are used in each spot beam, resulting in a bandwidth 
requirement of 120 MHZ for the return service link. 

Return service link channels are switched to the feeder 
link channels based on spot beam loading and, thus, are not 
one-to-one mapped to the return feeder link channels. 
Ninety eight return feeder link channels are provided 49 
channels on each polariZation. Additionally, two TT&C 
channels are provided for spacecraft operations, resulting in 
a total return feeder link bandwidth requirement of 1000 
MHZ. 

2.7 BDS Links 
The BDS forward feeder link will operate concurrently 

with the IDS forward feeder link on each satellite using 
separate gateways. Each of the BDS forward feeder link 
channels has a bandwidth of 24.0 MHZ and uses carrier 
spacing of 29.16 MHZ. A total of ?ve channels are required 
for the forward feeder uplink using right-hand circular 
polariZation (“RHCP”). 

The BDS forward service link channels are frequency 
translated from the forward feeder link frequencies with 
?xed offsets. The BDS forward service links will operate in 
the same spectrum as the IDS forward service links using 
geographic diversity to avoid intra-system interference. 

The BDS return service link uses polariZation reuse as 
shown in the typical frequency band plan in FIG. 12. Each 
of the BDS return channels has a bandwidth of 58.7 MHZ 
and uses carrier spacing of 68.5 MHZ. 
BDS return service link channels are translated to the 

single polariZed return feeder link channels with ?xed 
offsets to the typical frequency plan. 

2.8 Beacon Link 
Within the IDS forward service bandwidth, beacon sig 

nals are used to allow the user terminals to acquire and 
synchroniZe with the satellite transmissions before initiating 
service. Two beacon channels will be provided. The ?rst 
beacon channel will be centered at a frequency between the 
spot 1 and spot 2 downlink bands of the lower portion of the 
IDS service downlink band. The second beacon channel will 
be centered at a frequency between the spot 2 and spot 3 
downlink bands of the lower portion of the IDS service 
downlink band. 

TABLE 4 

MEO Constellation Orbital Elements 

Number of Satellites 20 
Number of Orbital Planes 4 
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TABLE 4-continued 

MEO Constellation Orbital Elements 

Number of Satellites per Orbit 5 
Plane 
Inclination of Orbital Planes 57 
(degrees) 
Period of Orbit (hrs.) 11.97 
Apogee of Orbit 20,182 
Perigee of Orbit 20,182 
Argument of Perigee for each 0 
Orbit (deg.) 
Eccentricity 0 
Mean Anomaly of the i-th. 
Satellite (deg.) 

0, 72, 144, 216, 288, 36, 108, 180, 252, 
324, 72, 144, 216, 288, 0, 108, 180, 252, 

324.36 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 90, 90, 90, 90, 90, 180, 180, 
180, 180, 180, 270, 270, 270, 270, 270 

Right Ascension of the 
Ascending Node of the i-th. 
Satellite (deg.) 
Active Service Arc (deg.) 360* 

(*Note: At any instant of time, the active service are is 360°; however, 
operations outside the exclusion Zone occur as the mean anomaly varies 
from 18° to 162° and 198° to 342°.) 

2.9 Details Concerning the Satellites 
The spacecraft antennas include two feeder link antennas, 

seven forward service link antennas and one return service 
link antenna for the IDS; along with transmit and receive 
multi-beam phased array antennas for the BDS and an 
Earth-coverage beacon antenna. 
The spacecraft feeder link antennas consist of two focal 

point-fed parabolic antennas with steerable splash plates. 
Two antennas are required in order to provide make-before 
break connectivity with the gateway stations. Each of the 
dual polariZed one-meter diameter feeder link antennas is 
illuminated by a dual-band waveguide feed. The splash 
plates are gimbaled about two axes to provide antenna 
pointing coverage over the Earth ?eld-of-view. 

The IDS forward service link antenna suite (FIGS. 13 & 
14) uses seven symmetric 0.4-meter lens antennas. Taken 
together, these antennas provide 37 dual polariZed beams 
covering the spacecraft ?eld-of-regard. One central antenna 
provides beams with both polariZations for the central seven 
beam positions. Each of the identical outer six antennas 
provides beams for ?ve outer beam positions using both 
polariZations. The boresights and rotations of all of the outer 
antennas are arranged on the spacecraft nadir surface to 
properly align each antenna’s beams with respect to the 
aggregate. 
A 37-beam direct radiating array is used to generate the 

IDS return service link beams. These beam patterns, each 
having RHCP and left-hand circular polariZation (LHCP), 
are designed to match the forward service link antenna beam 
coverage. As a result, the patterns for the forward service 
link antenna are also applicable for the corresponding beams 
of the IDS return service link antenna. 

Separate transmit and receive multi-beam phased array 
antennas are used for the BDS service links. Each antenna 
can create up to ?ve agile and independent beams. The 
transmit antennas will use RHCP beams. Two of the BDS 
receive antenna beams are RHCP, while the remaining three 
are LHCP. Details concerning phased array antennas can be 
found in US. Pat. Nos. 4,939,527; 5,276,455; 5,488,380; 
543,805; and 5,751,248, which I incorporate by reference. 
An Earth-coverage beacon is used to facilitate spacecraft 

acquisition and tracking by the user. 
The growth of the “bandwidth on demand” (BOD) market 

is being fueled by the convergence of data transmission 
carriage paths for numerous telecommunications services. 
Many of these telecommunications services are currently 












